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ABSTRACT
We present a medical image processing plug-in in this paper. Our plug-in uses Blender’s environment and adds
tools for the medical image processing and 3D model reconstructions and measurements. There are several software solutions to provide these tasks, two of which are used for comparison with our tool in this paper. However,
there is not a single application that can perform medical image processing and subsequent 3D model reconstruction and post-processing with possible utilization of High Performance Computing (HPC) resources. In our
plug-in we aim to use HPC resources to speed up the most computationally extensive tasks. The plug-in is written
in Python and C++. The basic functionality and additional tools are implemented in Phyton. Blender has built-in
Python interface, thus the development of the tools is quite fast. The C++ language is used for all time critical
functions as it has unrestricted potential in parallel programming that can utilize available HPC resources. In the
paper we present two examples, where we demonstrate possibilities of our Blender plug-in. We provide 3D reconstruction of human airway and human orbital floor and compare the results with those provided by 3D Slicer and
Osirix.
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1

INTRODUCTION

There are several software solutions specialized in medical image visualization and further processing. Here,
we can mention 3D Slicer [4] or Osirix [9] as good examples of long term developed software projects.

The fields using powerful computer technologies are
getting larger with their availability. Medicine is one
of the areas of human activities where such technologies are widely used. Modern sophisticated medical
equipment is usually based on a computer technology.
As a typical example, Computed Tomography (CT) or
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners can be
mentioned. These devices use computer technology to
process and provide digital image information of a patient’s inner body structure. Such information about individual patients provides a higher level of diagnostic
medicine. To move the possibilities even further, the
effort is put to the post-processing of acquired data. Image data can be used to provide virtual models of human
organs and other tissues. To perform this, besides the
powerful hardware, the capable software is necessary.

3D Slicer is medical image processing software offering tools for the whole image processing cycle, from
loading image data stored in the Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine standard (DICOM), processing the data, to creating 3D reconstructions of selected parts of a human body. Several measurement
and result evaluation tools such as distance, area, and
volume measurement tools are available.
The other medical image processing software, Osirix,
also offers the whole process from loading image data
to final 3D reconstructions of selected parts of a human
body. Osirix offers several measurement tools for data
analysis and result evaluation as well.
Our aim in this paper is to present our own image
processing software and introduce its powerful capabilities. Since a lot of image processing methods and
techniques is very time consuming, it would be advantageous to have software which can exploit the latest
powerful HPC resources. With this in mind, we have
started to develop our own medical image processing
software implemented as a plug-in for Blender, the 3D
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graphics and animation software [1]. Blender is interesting for its Application Programming Interface (API),
which allows advanced Python scripting.

To create a polygonal mesh from iso-surfaces, the
Marching Cubes method is used [7]. This method is
time demanding, and so the efficient parallel implementation was necessary. For visualization, Blender
Cycles engine is used. To accelerate the computations,
the architecture of the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU)
(the implementation is already included in Cycles) and
Intel’s Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture can be
employed. Our implementation for MIC architecture
contains all features of the engine with improved
performance [5].

Our software is implemented to take advantage of parallel computing and exploit the latest powerful HPC
resources. More demanding tasks are implemented in
parallel using OpenMP and MPI in C++ language. Our
implementation can exploit the computational power of
both non-accelerated nodes as well as Intel Xeon Phi
accelerated compute nodes of a cluster.

2

The appearance of the plug-in within Blender environment is shown in Figure 1.

MODEL RECONSTRUCTION

To provide 3D model reconstructions from medical image data, the software has to go through several typical
steps that can be considered as general steps for any
software of such kind. We give the explanation as a
description of our plug-in components.

3

When the 3D model is reconstructed, some additional
software functionality, which can help in diagnostic and
planning of the patient treatment, could be required. In
the current version of our plug-in, some painting, erasing, cutting, and measuring tools are implemented. A
lot of them are based on simple calculations.

First of all, the data has to be loaded. Concerning
medical image data, it is stored in the DICOM format. To load this data into Blender, Grassroots DICOM
(GDCM) C++ library is integrated in our plug-in.

We have implemented a tool to correct the results
of the semi-automatic segmentation. It is called 2D
PAINTER /E RASER and it can also be used to perform
manual segmentation. The tool uses a typical brush
and erase buttons, which open the segmentation layer
for editing.

After loading the medical image data, its visualization
is provided to users in a typical axial, sagittal, and coronal view. It might be beneficial to restrict such image
data to only some regions of user interest and thus reduce the computational time of the further applied image processing techniques. In our plug-in, we can restrict the computations only to the volume area of our
interest by using the box or sphere cutting tool.

A similar tool that allows the user to mark the surface area of a selected 3D object but that serves another purpose than image segmentation is called 3D
PAINTER /E RASER. This tool works as an intelligent
3D brush, which can paint on 3D surfaces. The surface area marked by the 3D PAINTER /E RASER is then
processed by another tool to obtain the total area size of
the marked surface. The algorithm behind the tool sums
the size of all coloured triangles. The mesh of triangles
creates surface of the reconstructed model.

Another step within the 3D model reconstruction process is image filtering. The imaging techniques like CT
or MRI produce residual image noise, which can have
significant impact on subsequent operations performed
with an image. To decrease the adverse effect of noise,
we have implemented several filtering techniques such
as the simple Gaussian smoothing [10], a more sophisticated anisotropic diffusion filter [8], and a very effective and state-of-the-art Sparse 3D Transform-Domain
Collaborative filter (BM3D) [3].

Since surgeons are interested in using this software for
planning surgeries, where, e.g., precise measurement of
organ volume or resection of a specific part of a tissue is
necessary for successful treatment, we have developed
two specific tools for such manipulations. The first one
is the C UT VOLUME tool for creating arbitrary cuts of a
segmented object volume. It provides an infinite plane,
which is used as the cutting tool to restrict spatially segmented data.

After filtering the images, image segmentation is performed. It serves as image simplification in order to
localize the objects and their boundaries. Two methods are currently implemented in our plug-in such as
a simple image thresholding [10] and k-means clustering [10]. The parallel implementation of the k-means
method by using Intel Xeon Phi was introduced in the
paper [11]. Both methods can be used separately or
combined together.

The second tool calculates the volume of an object and
it is named the VOLUME M EASUREMENT tool. The
algorithm sums the volumes of each voxel in the object.

If the segmentation of the selected body tissue is
finished, a reconstruction technique that provides
iso-surfaces as a result can be applied. In our plug-in
we use Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruction [6]
and Metaballs [2]. Both methods use information
about identified boundaries as an input parameter.
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AUXILIARY TOOLS

Inasmuch as surgeons and radiologists usually work
with 2D images, the 3D models resulting from the reconstructions can sometimes be confusing for them.
For this reason and also for checking the correctness
of the provided reconstructions, we have developed the
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Figure 1: Our plug-in for medical image processing within Blender environment
will use those models for diagnostic purposes or during
surgery planning. For example, while diagnosing sleep
apnea, the volume of upper respiratory tract is needed.
To mention another example, while planning a liver resection, it is important to calculate the exact size of the
liver with lesion, which will be removed during surgery.
In both cases, precise information based on 3D model
reconstruction is a critical issue.

BACKWARD P ROJECTION tool. This tool can show the
shape of the reconstructed 3D model as a projection to
the original CT data. This allows users to see all important features of the data and at the same time compare
accuracy of the provided reconstruction.

4

APPLICATION OF THE TOOLS

To show the capabilities of our plug-in, we present here
two medical test cases, in which the different functions
of our plug-in are exploited. Specifically, we aimed
to test precision of the whole 3D reconstruction concept. As a result, we provided 3D models, the volume
of which we then measured along with the size of the
selected surface area. Within the tests we compared the
results performed by our plug-in with the results obtained by the other two already mentioned image processing software solutions, Osirix and 3D Slicer.

To compare volumes of 3D models obtained from 3D
Slicer, Osirix, and our Blender plug-in, 3D reconstruction of the airway was performed. This was done on
DICOM image series of one patient. The density of the
data measured by mutual distance between the slices
was 0.75mm.
The numerical results showing the airway volume for
each software are written in the Table 1. From the results we can see that our model creation concept offers
similar model reconstruction as specified by the amount
of the final volume, as those measured by other two
software.

For the first test, we selected reconstruction of the human airway, the volume of which was then evaluated.
The process of model reconstruction with volume measurement was performed in each software individually.
The final results of the volume measurements were then
compared.

Patient
N003
Osirix [ml]
18.07
3D Slicer [ml]
18.33
Our plug-in [ml] 18.22
Table 1: Volume of the reconstructed human airway

In the second test, the model reconstruction of the human orbit was done. In each software we carried out the
reconstruction from the input data up to the 3D model.
As neither Osirix nor 3D Slicer have a tool for measuring surface area marked on the reconstructed model, we
exported the models in STL format to Blender, using
our tool to mark the surface of the orbital floor and performing the measurement of the selected area. Again,
the final results were then compared.

4.1

4.2

Another feature requested from medical doctors is the
measurement of an area or surface size. During the
treatment of orbital fractures, the information about the
size of orbital floor damage is critical for the decision
about the type of treatment. Our image processing plugin can provide the information about the size of the injury in terms of surface area measurement. Based on

Reconstruction of the airway

Precision of 3D model reconstruction in terms of total volume is very important for medical doctors who
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7

this finding, the doctors can make the decision whether
to provide a conservative or surgical treatment of the
patient.
We performed 3D reconstruction of the orbit. This was
done on the DICOM image series of three different patients. The density of the data measured by mutual distance between the slices was 0.6mm in all cases. The
comparison of the 3D reconstructions provided by 3D
Slicer, Osirix, and our Blender plug-in was made. Individual 3D reconstructions from Osirix and 3D Slicer
were, due to the lack of a specific measuring tool, exported as STL models and loaded into Blender. Then
the orbital floor area was marked and measured by a
trained person. For marking and measurement of such
surface area, we used our developed tool as described
in Section 3.
The numerical results showing the area of the orbital
floor surface for each patient and each software are
written in the Table 2. The results show that model
precision is similar. Moreover, using our tools, we can
provide area measurements on reconstructed surfaces,
which is a feature available only in our plug-in.
Patient
N001
2
Osirix [cm ]
16.38
3D Slicer [cm2 ]
16.14
Our plug-in [cm2 ] 16.28
Table 2: Area of the orbital floor
struction and patient data
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N002 N010
10.63 10.15
10.37 10.24
10.49 10.14
for individual recon-
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CONCLUSION

[7]

In the presented paper, we have introduced our Blender
plug-in equipped with a number of tools for medical image processing. By using it, users can create 3D reconstructions of selected human body tissues from loaded
DICOM data. Several tools in the plug-in can utilize the
computational support of HPC and parallelization and
thus significant processing speed-up can be achieved.
The created 3D reconstructions are of the similar precision as those created in the other two software (3D
Slicer, Osirix) we used as a reference. As a unique thing
in our plug-in, we provide users with the surface selection and measurement tool for area measurement on
the reconstructed surfaces. This can be highly beneficial when, e.g., evaluating the surface area of the orbital
floor for studies focusing on eye injuries.
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